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Gou? Flicking the shade of the meaning of Wu Lu Wu Flicking the West? It's better to have
the right leg!

Lin Hao's thigh is definitely thicker than it should be!

Chen Xuanfeng was equally excited, but acted much more calmly than Zhao

Yuanlong, nodding gently: "That's true, I was expecting two gods, but I didn't expect to see an
existence that has only existed in legends throughout time! If I expected correctly, that little
girl who easily set aside the void turbulence is a void deity that exists only in legends."

"Although that little girl who stormed the sea tide clerk had no divine aura, let
alone aura fluctuations, but ignoring defences and easily shattering the void, that was a
precursor to becoming a saint in the flesh."

"Yes, it is said that the gods of the void are the most difficult to deal with,
while a flesh-body saint is the most terrifying, and a flesh-body saint deity can shatter an
immortal deity with one punch." Zhao Yuanlong was so excited that he didn't know who he

was, especially when the moment the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace appeared they knew that

they had picked the right person.

In the main hall of the Immortal Palace, Lin Hao hugged Lin Ruoshi and sat

directly on the high seat, once that was the position of a sea tide member.



Vermilion Bird, Thunder Spirit and Chen Kai sat down in turn at the bottom.

The sea tide member walked in and saw this scene and frowned unhappily, but
did not say anything, but the first place and the front row had all let Lin Hao's people sit down,
so the sea tide member felt that sitting down again was still a disgrace, so he simply stood

directly and arched his hand towards Lin Hao and the others.

At this moment, Hai Chao clerk's appearance was simply unbearable, his body
was bruised, his face was deformed by Lei Ling, one head was two big, Lei Ling had laid a

deadly hand on him, he had gone so far as to use his little niece as a tool person, he simply

could not bear it.

"Dare I ask the name of the Immortal Emperor." Seeing that Lin Hao was silent,
the sea tide clerk continued to ask again.

"Lin Hao."

"Lin Hao, Lin Ruoshi, so you're really Xiao Shi's father." The sea tide clerk
sighed, "I really didn't expect that time would flow for 13,000 years, the Immortal Court

shattered, and without thinking about it, a new divine residence was born, it seems that that
son of a bitch Chen Bei Xuan really saw you and gave you all of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace."

Lin Hao raised his eyebrows and didn't answer, the sea tide member in turn

didn't care and spoke out in a rush.



It turned out that Chen Bei Xuan's plan was to get rid of the Xuan Yuan Sword,
completely eliminate the influence of the Ancient Immortal Court, and re-establish a brand
new Immortal Court that was interdependent with mortals.

From then on ordinary people would be able to truly become their own
masters and would no longer be suppressed by the Immortal Court.

After all, the power of faith is taken from the people and used by the people.
Once it is impossible to obtain faith, a god is no longer a god.

The future New Immortal Court was the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, which had
part of the core of the ancient Immortal Court and was an extremely powerful divine court.

Lin Hao stretched his hands, he didn't ask anything, he instead finished directly
himself first.

"I didn't come here with the intention of finding trouble, we don't have any
deep hatred, but you let make my precious daughter work as a drudge, beating you up is

considered light." Lin Hao looked at the other party coldly.

The sea tide clerk shrugged helplessly, beaten, anyway, how you say how

justified.



"Those immortal slaves who have eaten blood food, I want you to take care of
them, the matter is because of you, these immortal slaves must not be tolerated, of course, if
you want me to do it myself you can do it too." Lin Hao was clear, now apart from those on his

side of the camp, there were also immortal slaves from this Sea Tide Immortal Palace, there
were at least three hundred immortal slaves in various parts of the demon capital, they hadn't
been able to join Lin Hao's camp, and the Sea Tide Immortal Palace couldn't see them.

"I will deal with it, those immortal slaves who were rejected are all immortal

slaves who have eaten blood food, having eaten blood food they are unable to carry the

washing of faith power, they are nothing more than the deformed products of an experiment."
To this the sea tide member did not hesitate.

"Second thing, how about the Sea Tide Immortal Palace joining the Qing Yun

Heavenly Palace, and the Demon Capital is still handed over to you to guard?" Lin Hao had
come to deal with those immortal slaves in addition to wanting to incorporate this Hai Chao
Member's gang.

This group of people was not bad in strength, and relying on the power of the

Sea Tide Immortal Palace, they could become a very powerful force.

Moreover, Lin Hao was confident that he also had the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace, plus the one around him was a simple character? There should be no reason for the

other party to refuse.
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The immortal slaves Lin Hao knew were all existences that tended to follow the trend,
tending to avoid harm in order to survive, so naturally they wouldn't refuse.



"I refuse." The sea tide clerk shook his head gently, indicating that he would not
join the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace.

Lin Hao froze, the other party had unexpectedly refused.

"Of course, I would like to represent myself personally, I would rather be the

head of a chicken than the tail of a phoenix, since the ancient times when the Immortal Court

broke down, I, Hai Chao Member, have never been subservient and I will never be in the

future, so I refuse." Hai Chao Member said it very clearly.

He would no longer be a dog for anyone!

At the same time, he said that he would only represent himself and he would

not force himself on anyone. If the other immortal slaves of the Hai Chao Immortal Palace

wanted to join the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, he would not stop them, but he would
definitely not join.

However, Hai Chao member also swore with his dao heart that he would not

be an enemy of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace or China forever, and with him in the Demon

Capital, he would also keep this part of the world of the Demon Capital peaceful and

untouched by foreigners.

As for mutilating the people, that would be even more impossible, their source
of power had been changed to the power of faith, ruining their image, what's the point of
having faith, they would just wait to die.



Lin Hao understood the other party's thinking, similar to the ancient lords, who
preferred to live in a corner as a small vassal king rather than being the emperor's general.

This was good, as long as the other party did not make an enemy of him and

China, it would be fine. The other party needed the power of faith, so the people of the demon
capital would have a safeguard, and with him, nothing would go wrong in the demon capital.

Lin Hao didn't ask for anything, and consulted the other immortal slaves of the

Hai Chao Immortal Palace. In the end, out of the 300 immortal slaves, only 23 chose to join

the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace.

Lin Hao had one last request, "I need to stay in the Sea Tide Immortal Palace

for a while to find something."

"Whatever you need, you name it, whatever it is, apart from this immortal

palace, I can give it to you." The sea tide member agreed without hesitation.

Give whatever you want, anyway, the sea tide clerk just meant one thing, I
don't join you, but I don't want to offend you either, that's all.

This was Lin Hao's turn to be embarrassed, rubbing his nose, very helpless, "I
don't know what I'm looking for ......"



"Huh?" The sea tide clerk stared at Lin Hao like a fool, you don't know what

you're looking for, what makes you sure that this thing is in the sea tide immortal residence?

You're afraid you didn't think of something good to extort, so you said that on

purpose, right?

The sea tide member was mistaken, and when Lin Hao explained, the sea tide
member immediately clapped his hands and did whatever Lin Hao wanted, and even made

concessions, even if it meant giving half of the sea tide immortal residence to Lin Hao.

After all, this was a solution to a fundamental matter, they were still in the
process of changing their divine blood, at the same time the sea tide members also

understood that they once had divine blood, even if they changed it, they would not be

pierced through the heart by the Regulus sword, but if the power of faith was reduced, the
Regulus sword could still threaten their lives.

Since Lin Hao was doing this to eradicate the curse of the Regulus Sword, there
was naturally nothing to say, go for it, let it go and give whatever you want.

The matter of the demon capital came to an end, the problem of the immortal

slaves plaguing the people was solved, even those clans were uprooted, those immortal slaves

who had sucked the blood food, were abolished, and the Sea Tide Immortal Palace personally

took action to deal with the experimental scraps.

The immortal slaves who had joined the Qingyun Heavenly Palace were guided
by Lin Hao to go to the Qingyun Heavenly Palace to keep watch, and were not allowed to set



foot in the lower realms easily, and the same order was given by the Hai Chao Immortal

Palace.

Vermilion Bird went back to return to his orders, Chen Kai had to leave and go
back to the Zhen Nan Mansion to be stationed there, and just the three of them, Lin Hao,
stayed at the Hai Chao Immortal Palace, where they were treated with good food and

hospitality every day.

Only Lin Hao couldn't find any clues, he clearly felt that what he was looking
for was in the Sea Tide Immortal Palace, but he couldn't find any traces of it.

Because there was no more divine blood, Lin Hao could not sense the Xuan

Yuan Sword either, and as for Lei Ling and Lin? Ai Fu Ai Er Shan Xi Serving Serving? Ruo Shi,
these two girls seemed to be extremely special beings, simply being taken care of by Xuan

Yuan Jian in a special way, and Xuan Yuan Jian didn't care about them at all.
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Lin Hao had no choice but to capture the sea tide clerk as a tool man and ask about the Xuan
Yuan sword.

The sea tide clerk was used as a lab rat by Lin Hao, which could depress the

sea tide clerk.

In order to restore the Immortal Mansion and awaken its core, he lured Lin

Hao's daughter to be his toolman, but now he has also become Lin Hao's toolman.



Unable to find the key to the problem, the sea tide clerk had no choice but to

bring Lin Hao to the hidden treasure pavilion of the sea tide immortal residence.

After the doors of the Treasure Pavilion slowly opened, countless beads of light
and treasure shot out, and Lin Hao and the others were all stunned by the scene before them.

Lin Ruoshi was even happily scattered in the piles of treasures in the Treasure
Pavilion.

Looking at the piles of treasures here, Lin Hao didn't put much thought into it.
There were countless kinds of rare gems here, and taking any one of them would be enough

for an ordinary person to eat and drink for several lifetimes.

There were also many divine weapons, weapons and equipment, armour and so
on, Xuan soldiers and spirit weapons could be found everywhere, but divine weapons were
few and far between.

At first glance it was indeed quite attractive, but after a little bit of
concentration, Lin Hao lost interest.

As for those divine weapons, they were just a pile of scrap iron in front of the

sword of the gods, and they were useless.



This is the world of the strong, so simple and boring.

Look at Lin Ruoshi and ? The first time I saw you, I was so happy.

Take how much it does not matter.

The two little girls were not so kind, they each found two or three beautiful

gems and did not continue to take.

Lin Ruoshi held in her hand a pair of crescent moon divine stones, emitting a

dream-like crystal colour that was simply beautiful, which could absorb the essence of the sun
and moon and release a special aura that could refresh one's mind and ears. It allows one to
maintain physical and mental pleasure, and is also able to enhance the speed of cultivation.

"Daddy, these two pieces are one for you and one for mummy oh, this is the
only pair." Lin Ruoshi wanted to hold the Lunar Divine Stone in front of Lin Hao like an

offering of treasure.

However, the sea tide clerk came over and took a treasure box and opened it

with a snap, it was filled with Moon God Stones and laughed, "Little Shi, there are more here,
you can have them all if you want."

"Why is this uncle so annoying now!" Lin Ruoshi, who had just been happy, her
face suddenly fell, she had just finished talking about a unique pair, and then you suddenly

came to smack her face, this was too unprepared.



The sea tide clerk also had good intentions and didn't think that much about it,
but as a result, he didn't expect the little girl to get angry instead of being happy.

Lin Hao laughed and took the Moon God Stone in Lin Ruoshi's hand, rubbing
Lin Ruoshi's little head, "It's alright, as long as it's from Little Shi, it's the only one."

"Thank you daddy." Lin Ruoshi let Lin Hao pick her up and happily kissed Lin

Hao.

The sea tide member next to him was envious, don't look at his cross face and
big and thick, but after spending a short time with Lin Ruoshi before, he completely fell in

love with this little girl, it was too cute.

Lin Hao took Lin Ruoshi's hand and rummaged around inside the treasure trove,
Lei Ling and the sea tide clerk were also helping, but even Lin Hao didn't know what to look

for, so he instructed them to just look for anything related to the Xuan Yuan Sword, anything at
all!

Lin Hao and Lin Ruoshi walked hand in hand through the treasure vault where
treasures were piled up like mountains. The vault was thousands of square feet and was

basically filled with treasures, and it was not clear if Immortal Turbine Qing had a collecting

fetish and seemed to throw everything into it.



Lin Hao also found quite a few odd and strange things, not even knowing what
they were for. Lin Hao was quite helpless, so he had to continue rummaging, and after two

days of searching, there was nothing related to the Xuan Yuan Sword.

"What the hell is it!" Lin Hao was a bit frantic, searching aimlessly like this was

too much of a headache for him ah.

Buzz!

Suddenly, Lin Hao heard a sword chirp, it was a sword trembling violently.
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I saw the sea tide clerk, who was rummaging in the treasure mountain, fall to the ground with
a pale face, covering his heart with a deadly grip.

"What's wrong?" Lin Hao hurriedly walked over and helped Hai Chao-men up,
however Hai Chao-men's whole body was as soft as noodles and it took a hard lift to lift him

up.

Hai Chao's face was pale and he could not even utter a word.

Lin Hao was shocked, especially when he realised that there was nothing at the

door of his heart, but he was bleeding continuously at the door of his heart, and the blood was

glowing with a divine light, it was pure divine blood!



Although the sea tide clerk couldn't even speak, but his eyes were frightened
as he gestured to Lin Hao, hurry up and get out of here, there was a big problem here.

Lin Hao couldn't help but be stunned, how could he dare to be slow, he
hurriedly helped Hai Chao clerk to quickly leave the area he was in, and took him directly

outside the treasure vault, but in his heart he was already ecstatic.

Lin Hao had already probably guessed what was going on!

"Phew, almost lost my old life there." Hai Chao clerk wiped a handful of cold

sweat and looked as if he had a palpitating heart.

"Are you alright, Uncle Hai? You've lost a lot of blood, does it hurt na." Lin
Ruoshi and Lei Ling also ran over when they heard the commotion. Seeing Hai Chao-men's
pale face and blood all over his body, Lin Ruoshi subconsciously asked with concern.

"Thank you Shi, I'm fine." As soon as Hai Chao member heard that Lin Ruoshi

cared for him, he, a dang seven-foot man, melted then and there, ah, he was so happy that
even the pain at his heart door was not so painful.

Lin Hao also didn't expect that his daughter would be so popular that even

immortal slaves couldn't be spared, and he was quite helpless.



"Right, Immortal Lin, if the thing you are looking for is related to the Xuan

Yuan Sword, it must be near where I was just now, just now the Xuan Yuan Sword lying across

my heart door suddenly trembled and seemed to be pulled and the blade dug head first into
my heart door, if I hadn't reacted quickly, I guess I would have lost my life here." The sea tide
member was still very weak, but fortunately the situation was now a little more stable.

Lin Hao called for the immortal slaves of the Immortal Mansion and helped
Hai Chao-member to rest first. For safety's sake, Lin Hao let Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi stay at

the entrance of the treasure vault together and went forward alone to look for it.

Lin Hao carefully identified the treasures in the vicinity of Hai Chao's location
just now, and kept searching for them.

However, Lin Hao also found something wrong, there were all kinds of strange
things here, but he had never seen a book. He found a parchment book inside this pile of

treasures, very ancient and old, and could not see anything strange, which was very strange.

Lin Hao subconsciously picked up this ancient sheepskin book and turned it

over but found nothing, it was blank inside, so clean that there was not even a stain let alone
handwriting.

"That's it."

Chen Bei Xuan's voice appeared abruptly in Lin Hao's mind.



"It's true that we still have to go to you to find it, we vaguely sensed that the

item should be in the demon capital, I have also entered this treasury but found nothing, using
your blood will make the parchment reveal the handwriting."

"Old bastard, you spy on me?" Lin Hao frowned, the voice had appeared in his

head out of nowhere, obviously the other party had used some means to leave a wisp of divine

thought on him.

"Not spying, it's just my divine thoughts sensing, the core of the Qing Yun

Heavenly Palace was handed over to you yes, but my divine thoughts are still in it, I just felt
the scent and that's why I came out to chat a bit, what's the excitement." Although there was
no projection of Chen Beixuan, Lin Hao could imagine that at this moment, Chen Beixuan was
shrugging his shoulders with an indifferent expression.

"Then why don't you get lost!" Lin Hao had no good feeling towards Chen Bei

Xuan at all.

"Young man don't be so impulsive, this seat just pitted you and incidentally

your daughter-in-law as well,? The actual fact is that you'll be able to get a lot more than just
a few of these. It's not like you've suffered any losses, is it?"

"Crawl for master!" Lin Hao was so angry that he directly took out the core of
the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace and directly erased the Chen Bei Xuan divine thoughts that
remained inside the core in a forceful gesture.
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"Brat, you've gone too far ......"

Before the words were finished, Lin Hao had already completely erased the bit

of Chen Bei Xuan's divine thoughts, let you bullshit a lot.

Lin Hao took the parchment book and flipped through it a few times, not
finding any traces, although he quite hated this guy Chen Bei Xuan, but Lin Hao still trusted
the other side, Lin Hao pressed his fingertips and dropped a few drops of blood onto the inner

pages of the parchment book.

After the blood fell into the parchment, the parchment instantly emitted a

dazzling light and the blood was swallowed up in an instant, the light shooting out of the
parchment formed a pair of casting drawings, Lin Hao took a closer look and was surprised to

find that it seemed to be sword casting drawings.

"This is, this is the Xuan Yuan sword casting drawings?" Lin Hao couldn't help
but suck in a cold breath as he looked at the complicated and arcane drawings, this Xuan Yuan
Sword's casting process was surprisingly so complicated, the various processes were
incomparably complex.

However the moment the sword casting drawings were revealed, the sounds
of blood being spat out within the Sea Tide Immortal Palace rose up, all the immortal slaves

were injured by the Xuan Yuan Sword's sharpness, and the divine blood flowed from their

heart gates.

Lin Hao did not know about this situation, if he did, the next time he fought

with the immortal slaves, he would have saved himself a lot of trouble, he would have taken



out the parchment book before he started the fight, dripped two drops of blood, and then the

enemy would have been mostly ruined, no different from a hang-up.

Lin Hao studied the book for a while, but suddenly found that something was

wrong, the steps shown in the parchment book were incomplete, there was something

missing!

The intention is to wu zero xi dyed yi wu dyed? This was actually a

fragmented drawing of the Xuan Yuan sword casting.

Lin Hao still wanted to continue studying it, when the light on that parchment

book suddenly dissipated and just disappeared.

Then a line of words surfaced, probably meaning that the next time to view it

would be a week later, and the opportunity to sense the other remnants would also open in the
next week.

Lin Hao was crying and laughing, there was a limit to the number of times this

could be done?

Lin Hao tried to drop two or three more drops of blood onto the parchment
book, but sure enough, there was no reaction, not even the blood would be absorbed, Lin Hao
flung the parchment book, the blood beads were directly flung off, leaving not even a trace on
the parchment book.



At this point, Lin Hao had a flash of light in hismind and quickly ran back to his

residence, took out the Four Treasures of the Writing Room and quickly began to draw on the

diagram according to his memory based on the drawings he had just seen, attempting to

record its contents in such a way.

Unfortunately, to Lin Hao's dismay, it was useless, it was simply useless, he
had no problem writing other things, drawing and writing.

But once he drew what he had just seen on the paper, it disappeared in the

blink of an eye, surprisingly, he was unable to draw it down at all, unable to save its contents
in any form other than his personal mind's memory.

What kind of forbidden system was this that was so powerful?

"Brother, I beg you, stop it, if you don't we'll die." The sea tide clerk covered
the door to his heart and stumbled in looking at Lin Hao bitterly.

If Lin Hao had drawn a few more times, he might have been able to find

someone to collect their corpses ...... Lin Hao looked up at the miserable sea tide clerk, and
the pen he was holding froze violently.

It was only after the sea tide clerk's explanation that he understood that just

now, when he had made this parchment book reveal the picture, the entire immortal slaves of

the immortal mansion had suffered a backlash from the sword blade of the Xuan Yuan sword.



Even when he had tried to forge a sword diagram of the Xuan Yuan Sword on
paper just now, they had suffered the same violent backlash and simply couldn't carry it
anymore.

The sea tide member is even desperate to run over to stop ah, if another step
later, it is estimated that there will have to be immortal slaves directly dead.

"Cough cough, blunder blunder, then this thing." Lin Hao held out the

parchment book and shook it.

"Woah Cao!" The sea tide clerk was so scared that he rolled backwards, don't
you take such a punt!

However, after sensing it for a while, the sea tide clerk wondered again, "Huh,
does that mean that it wasn't this thing that was pulling the Xuan Yuan sword doppelganger

just now?"

Lin Hao shook his head, "No."

Lin Hao put the parchment book away without explaining to the other party,
who didn't need to know so much, while Lin Hao helplessly discovered that there was no way
to throw this thing into the Consciousness Space, he could only carry it with him.

Lin Hao had no choice but to kick it into his pocket, anyway, this thing couldn't
be seen from the surface, he didn't need to worry about others coveting his things.
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Seeing that Lin Hao did not say, the sea tide clerk did not ask more questions, we are all
smart people, there is no need to give yourself any discomfort.

After the sea tide clerk left, Lin Hao also did not continue to go to the treasure
trove to look for, since there is still a week left, so let's wait for a week, just temporarily live

in this sea tide immortal residence, but also stay here for a few days, just in time to bring his

daughter over, go take them to play to.

Lin Ruo Shi just kinda missed the big bear and the big white cat, they were
both mercilessly left in Jin Ling, once she heard that Lin Hao had taken them to play, Lin Ruo
Shi instantly left her thoughts of the big bear behind.

Lin Hao casually swept up two shared gear bikes, Lin Hao rode a bike with
Xiao Shi, and Lei Ling could ride one herself.

To be honest, these crooks were also really pitiful, whether it was a shared
bike or a shared small electric donkey, it could only seat one person at most, and just very

barely with a child.

"Wow, Daddy, look at that, that balloon is so big, will it just fly him to fill it

up?"



"Daddy look, that's a Ferris wheel, I want to ride the Ferris wheel, and I want

to ride the roller coaster." Lin Ruoshi was so excited that she danced around, shopping was too
much fun.

Lin Ruoshi's strength made countless illusionists feel desperate, but at the end
of the day he was still a child of less than four years old, ah.

"Fine, daddy will take you guys to play on the Ferris wheel, forget about the
roller coaster, I don't even dare to play with that thing." Lin Hao laughed, although it was just
a joke, but Lin Ruoshi was small in stature, the roller coaster wouldn't allow her to go on it.

Besides, flying with a sword was much more exciting than this roller coaster.

"Hee hee, daddy wouldn't dare, but Xiaoshi dares, Xiaoshi wants to ride the
roller coaster, I want to ride the roller coaster." When Lin Ruoshi heard that even her father

didn't dare to ride the roller coaster, she was even more eager to do so.

Lei Ling was looking at Lin Hao with glee, his brother was having a bad time,
so why not tell the truth?

Lin Hao was about to explain when suddenly a shit-yellow Lamborghini came

speeding by with an ear-splitting braking sound, and then the Lamborghini stopped next to

Lin Hao, a strong wind came and set off a cloud of smoke and dust that made Lin Ruo Shi

cough.



Lei Ling and Lin Hao's eyes narrowed at the same time, frowning as they
looked back at the Lamborghini next to them.

The butterfly-shaped door of the Lamborghini next to them slowly opened,
revealing the man in the driver's seat.

It was an acquaintance!

It was none other than Chen Haobei, the super tycoon who had a thief's heart
for Shen Xiyan.

Chen Haobei was wearing beach trousers and a plaid shirt with two buttons
unbuttoned at the collar, revealing a semi-covered strong chest, leaning against the driver's
seat with sunglasses and looking at Lin Hao, showing his debauchery.

Lin Hao looked at the other party with an unfriendly expression, but before Lin
Hao could open his mouth, the other party took the lead, Chen Hao Bei looked at Lin Hao

riding his bike with a ...... band this ...... day, he actually brought a cute to the point of
explosion little girl!

Oh my God, this little girl is too cute, right, this Lin Hao? The cover picking

up the intention of the ground intention zero service dye? It is simply a beast! How dare he

let such a cute little girl ride on the bike, it's simply unforgivable!



Chen Haobei raised his eyebrows disdainfully: "Isn't this the scene-stealing Lin
Hao, how come you haven't seen him for a few days and are so pulled?"

"Tsk, sharing a bike, what a contribution to energy saving and environmental

protection."

"You have something to do?" The other party's sudden behavior and making his
daughter cough already made Lin Hao a little upset, and with this attitude of the other party,
he was even more upset.

"Oh, of course things are something, but I'm curious, where's Xiyan? Why isn't
Xiyan with you, what, has she left you because you're too poor?" Chen Haobei felt quick and
happy, after all, is the goddess still unable to resist the firewood and oil and salt?

Then come with me, I am so fucking poor that I only have money left, so I can
keep the goddess away from food and oil and salt!

"Here's the deal, there's five million in this card, you tell me where Xiyan is,
and the money will be yours." Chen Haobei handed a card to Lin Hao, while not forgetting to
add: "What, five million, you've never seen so much money in your life, right? This five

million is enough for you to dazzle for the rest of your life."
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Lin Hao looked at Chen Haobei with tears and laughter, "Are you serious?"



It seemed that although Chen Xuanfeng and the other Chen Family ancestors
had left and the immortal slaves had been executed, while Chen Haobei had not accepted the

divine blood to become an immortal slave, he had escaped instead, and although the ancestors
had left, it did not seem to have affected the Chen Family's status.

What was more crucial was that because Chen Xuanfeng was following Lin Hao,
so whether it was the military district side or the Dragon Sect branch, they all gave Lin Hao a
face and did not make a move against the Chen family, so the Chen family was still a powerful

clan with great financial resources.

"What? Is it too little? I'll add another five million!" Chen Haobei finished and
couldn't help but remind him, "I'll remind you nicely, don't be too greedy as a human being,
be careful that this money has a life to spend."

"Brother, he scolded you." Lei Ling laughed.

Lin Hao nodded as he did, "Young Chen, why are you scolding me if there's
nothing wrong?"

"Scold you? Oh, I don't care to scold you, take the ten million and tell me

where Xiyan is and hurry up and get lost!" Chen Haobei was upset: "What are you, nothing but
handsome, no background, poor as hell, even your strength is rubbish, if it was because of
Xiyan, I would step on you as easy as stepping on a stink bug ...... ga?"



Chen Haobei's words came to a screeching halt when he saw Lei Ling showing

him the balance of his mobile bank.

Lei Ling bristled, "This is my brother's pocket money for me this month, the
face you gave Lin Hao brother gave me half of my monthly pocket money is not enough, but
also let my brother use this money to dash around his life, who are you looking down on?"

Chen Haobei froze for a moment, and thought about it again, his eyes kept
wandering on Lin Hao and Lei Ling both, then he sneered, "Can ah, a little white face is a little
white face, just dumped by Xiyan, and found a little rich woman, awesome, actually still so
dead set on defending you, the soft rice man."

Apparently, Chen Haobei found out that Lei Ling looked nothing like Lin Hao,
bullshit brother and sister, hell knows what kind of relationship.

This son of a bitch was really okay, he didn't even let go of a little girl who was
just under ten years old, and he even fooled the little girl into giving up her heart, not only a
scum, but also a beast!

Lin Hao couldn't help but laugh and cry, he didn't bother to tangle with Chen
Haobei and was ready to leave on his bicycle, but Chen Haobei wouldn't let Lin Hao leave.

"Stop, did I tell you to leave?" Chen Haobei put his hand on Lin Hao's shoulder,
trying to drag Lin Hao down, he was now a third grade late stage Illusionary Spirit Master, so
wouldn't he have Lin Hao in his grasp?



Only in the next moment, the spiritual pressure on Lin Hao's body shook
violently, easily and incomparably, and Chen Haobei's hand was arrayed away, Lin Hao's? Ai

Di Dye Ai Di Closed Pao Pao? The illusionary spiritist realm also made Chen Kai slightly

aware of it.

"Fourth ...... fourth-class illusionary spirit master, this is impossible!"

Chen Haobei is going crazy, the last time I saw Lin Hao in the mission hall of

the Dragon Sect branch, this kid was only a first-class early stage illusion spiritist ah, only how
long has it been since I saw it fourth-class? Even a rocket didn't soar this much.

This kind of leap in growth was not something that could be piled up with
heavenly treasures.

Chen Haobei was a bit confused, especially when Lin Ruoshi opened her mouth
to call out for her father, Chen Haobei became even more desperate, no way! The child was

even there!

Such a cute and delicate little girl was actually the daughter of Lin Hao and
Shen Xiyan!

Ah!

A killing blow!



"Bastard! So what if you're a fourth-ranked illusionist! So what if you've
hooked up with a new little rich girl! The Dragon Rule District is still the domain of our Chen
family! You bastard, your daughter is already so old and you still have no shame in hooking up

with a young girl, tell me where Xiyan is!" Chen Haobei gritted his teeth, his obsession with
Shen Xiyan made him not mind that Shen Xiyan was already married, moreover, he didn't
mind that Shen Xiyan had a child, how cute was this daughter, how good would it be if she

was his own daughter?

"Don't think that just because you're a fourth-grade Illusionary Spirit Master
that you're an ox! Let me tell you, apart from that and that little rich girl, you are nothing! Our
Chen family ancestor is now following the Green Cloud Heavenly Palace Palace Master!" Chen
Haobei knew that neither his wealth nor strength could overpower his opponent, so he was
afraid of nothing, so let's compare his background!

Chapter 2218

"Do you know who the Palace Master of the Green Cloud Heavenly Palace is? See that thing

overhead? The Palace Master of the Sea Tide Immortal Palace has to be courteous to the

Palace Master of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace when he sees him, even the Southern Town
Warden of the South House of Dragon Gate Town is his junior brother, and my old ancestor!
Old Ancestor Chen Xuanfeng, who loves me the most, is the most trusted person of that Qing

Yun Heavenly Palace's Palace Master!" When Chen Haobei mentioned his old ancestor, he was
so excited!

Because of Lin Hao's relationship, apart from Zhao Yuanlong's Zhao family, the
Chen family was the only one who could walk across the entire demon capital, not to mention

the Dragon Regulation District!



With the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace's connections, all the other clans had to

give them a few favours, even those immortal slave clans that had joined the Hai Chao

Immortal Palace had to give them a few favours.

Not to mention the fact that the Dragon Sect Division, as well as the senior
management of the Demon Capital, had learned that Young General Lin was the Palace Master
of the Qingyun Heavenly Palace, and had almost always turned a blind eye to the Chen and

Zhao families, as long as they were not super excessive.

Therefore Chen Haobei these days, that is called a spring.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot
of money from the company. The company's main business is to provide a wide range of
services and services. The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the situation.

This side of Lin Hao was confused, while Lei Ling was covering his mouth and
holding his laughter, this poor Big Young Chen, ah, meet the real despair next.

Seeing Lin Hao's appearance, Chen Haobei thought that Lin Hao was truly
frightened, and was then even more pleased with himself.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, asked curiously, "What's your family's old
ancestor's name?"



Seeing such a cute little loli asking herself, Chen Haobei grinned, "My family's
old ancestor is called Chen Xuanfeng, he is a fifth grade middle realm Illusionary Spirit Master,
and was once a thousand year old immortal child, look, our family's old ancestor is powerful."

Lin Ruoshi: (ˉ▽￣~)

Cut~~.

Lin Ruoshi looked disgusted: "I thought who was it, isn't that my father's
number two lapdog? It's even worse than Zhao Yuanlong, who is at least the number one

lapdog."

"Bastard! Don't think I won't hit you just because you're a kid and so cute! Dare
to slander my family's old ancestor, do you know what the consequences are!" Chen Haobei
was furious, Old Ancestor Chen Xuanfeng, was the eternal god in his heart! How could he be

insulted lightly!

However, Lin Ruoshi still looked disdainful: (ˉ▽￣~)

Che~~, still beating me? Can you beat me.

"You you, do you think I don't dare to hit you?" Chen Haobei was completely

furious, no matter how cute you are, no matter if you are Shen Xiyan's daughter, insulting my
Chen family ancestor, must be educated, properly educated~!



Then, it was really a good education!

But it was Chen Haobei who was properly educated by Lin Ruoshi.

With her bare hands and empty fists, the little girl didn't even need to bring

that douchebag, Big Bear, to beat Chen Haobei into a pig's head by herself.

This time Chen Haobei completely doubted his life, you daddy!

Now Lin Hao couldn't even beat his three or four year old daughter, even if he
couldn't? Have you been living like a dog all these years?

Lin Hao was too lazy to talk to him, so he took out Chen Haobei'smobile phone
and hammered a call to Chen Xuanfeng.

"Xiao Bei, what's wrong with you? Didn't I say that I won't interfere in the
Chen family's affairs from now on, you need to curb your character and cultivate properly,
although the Chen family has risen through momentum, it must not be wavering, you should
be more stable, you're not a child anymore." Lin Hao just hammered the phone and before he

could say anything, a reprimand from Chen Xuanfeng was displayed.

Lin Hao was speechless, what are you doing, lecturing your grandson?



However, Lin Hao agreed with Chen Xuanfeng's action, if he found anyone

misusing his name to go around and cheat, or foxes, then he would not be polite.

"It's me." Lin Hao spoke helplessly, interrupting Chen Xuanfeng's chatter,
through Chen Xuanfeng's words, Lin Hao also probably understood that Chen Xuanfeng still

cared quite a lot about this great-great-great grandson, Chen Haobei.

"Ah? Xian, Lord Immortal, how is it that you are using Xiao Bei'smobile phone
to contact me." Hearing Lin Hao's voice, Chen Xuanfeng's body shivered, how could he not

hear Lin Hao's voice.
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"Your family's filial son and virtuous grandson Chen Haobei is quite good, you have a good talk
with him, I still have something to do." Lin Hao didn't bother with nonsense and took his

phone and threw it to Chen Haobei: "Your most beloved old ancestor is looking for you."

"Shut up! My old ancestor is not something you can mention ......"

"You shut the fuck up! Or I'll go back right now and throw you into the sea and

feed you to the fish! You son of a bitch, you're really filial to me!" Chen Haobei pointed at Lin
Hao and raged, but at the same time, Chen Xuanfeng's hissing rage came out of Chen Haobei's
phone.



What a sin!

This brat had told him to keep his focus, but he had to provoke his own thighs

to provoke whoever he wanted.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are doing.

The old man was really looking for him?

How did that kid know that this number was his ancestor's number? He hadn't
added a note!

Under Chen Xuanfeng's numerous questions, Chen Haobei did not dare to add

more fuel to the fire, and could only tell Chen Xuanfeng everything that had just happened, in
detail.

Chen Xuanfeng almost lost his breath on the spot: "Are you blinded by lard or

have you been drinking fake wine? Who gave you the guts? How dare you!"

"You're really a talent of my Chen family, using my status to oppress the Palace
Master I serve, fine, you're really good! If you don't fucking fix this up for me and earn

Immortal Lord Lin Hao's forgiveness, you'll be waiting to die! The Chen family will also die!"
After saying that, Chen Xuanfeng hung up the phone with a huff.



Angry that the cerebral thrombosis that hadn't attacked for centuries had

worsened.

Chen Haobei whole? Idi Wu Ai Xi Xi Xi Zha? Personally petrified in place, his
mouth kept chanting, "It's not true, it's not true, how can this be true, haha, the old ancestor

must be joking."

The existence that he could once crush to death with his hands and make him
disdainful, the Lin Hao that he wouldn't even be willing to look at more than once if it weren't
for Shen Xiyan, was an Immortal Sovereign that even his old ancestor had to serve with care!

This, this ......

Originally proud of his cultivation talent, his family background, his desperate
wealth, and the background that countless people needed to look up to, he possessed all of

them.

But all of this seemed so pale and powerless, even worthless, in front of Lin
Hao.

His faith collapsed, and Chen Haobei wanted to die.

How could he have imagined that things would suddenly turn out this way?



The mouth was chanting about the impossibility of it, but in fact the heart
already believed it.

If it wasn't for Lin Hao, how did he manage to go from a first-class early stage
Illusionary Spirit Master in such a short time and soar to a fourth-class Illusionary Spirit
Master all at once, even if his daughter was casually abusing him?

Besides, he was more willing to believe that Lin Hao was an immortal daddy,
otherwise Shen Xiyan would not have been moved at all under all his attacks, precisely
because everything he possessed was simply worthless in her eyes.

"Shen Xiyan! My eternal goddess! I will never give up! I love you, I don't care
if you love me or not, accept my love or not, but I just love you!"

"I love you, what does it matter to you!" As he said that, Chen Haobei laughed,
laughing a bit wildly, even snot bubbles came out, like a demented madman, attracting many
people over.

"A good young man said crazy, it's a pity!"

"Look at him with all his designer labels, look at his watch list, and look at his

Lamborghini sports car, and yet he's gone mad, really, ah, money is the root of all evil, how I

wish I had suffered this pain for him."



"Crazy you, get lost." Chen Haobei came back to his senses, glared fiercely at

those passers-by, wiped his nose, got into the car, and with a kick of the accelerator, the
Lamborghini sped out in a streak.

Chen Haobei had already made up hismind, Shen Xiyan didn't know where she

had gone, he couldn't see Shen Xiyan, but her daughter was here, if he couldn't handle Shen
Xiyan, he couldn't get closer to Lin Ruoshi?

Chapter 2220

The first thing I did was to take care of Lin Hao's affairs, anyway, Lin Hao can't do anything
about it, Laozi one action, while not doing other excessive things, is to be an extreme lick dog

only, other things have nothing to do with you, what can you do with me!

Well, it is very Ness to think that the daughter-in-law of the immortal

father-in-law is his goddess.

It's true, love is a natural lick and obsession is a natural dog!

"That's it, Ollie gives!"

This side of Chen Haobei has evolved into a senior licking dog thing, Lin Hao
also does not know, he is currently taking Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling in the largest amusement

park in the demon capital, sitting on the Ferris wheel eating snacks and watching the scenery,
riding round and round, anyway, not bad money, the girl like it, just ride.



And the Chen family and Zhao family, as well as the major subordinated to Lin

Hao's family behind those immortal slaves, have received? The company's main business is to
provide a wide range of services and services. The company's main business is to provide a
service to its customers.

Half of the family wealth donated, and participate in the military and political

circles of the family clan at least reduce one side, reduce the influence, all give me low profile

up!

Originally, Lin Hao thought that Chen Xuanfeng would teach Chen Hao Bei a

lesson, so that he would just stop using his name to pretend to be 13, but he did not expect

them to do so thoroughly, and forbid the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace Palace Master name to say

things, and even more so, he did not allow the relevant departments to take the initiative to

facilitate.

"Dad, what's wrong with me not being able to ride the roller coaster? This

Ferris wheel doesn't seem to be that fun hey." Lin Ruoshi looked at Lin Hao pitifully, she
looked at that whizzing roller coaster, not to mention how exciting it was, she also wanted to

go on a roller coaster.

Lin Hao helplessly hold forehead, nonsense, you sit for two or three hours
Ferris wheel you are also bored, this girl is forgetting when just on the Ferris wheel exactly

how excited na.

"Play half a day, first go down and eat something, then play again later, okay?"
Lin Hao also had no choice, since his daughter wanted to play, let her go and play.



The little girl knew how to play since she was young, but she rarely went to
playgrounds and hardly ever went, so let's play whatever she wants and make up for it all at

once.

Once she's thrown up on all the rides, she'll have little interest in coming to

the playground.

As for the dangers, there is no comparison between roller coasters and

encounters.

"Okay ta, thanks daddy, I'll be good oh, I'll play once, just once." Lin Ruoshi
was so happy to hear Lin Hao agree to it, finally she could ride the roller coaster.

But Lei Ling looked as calm as water, seeing Lin Ruoshi's excitement, he shook
his head helplessly and smiled bitterly, it's just a roller coaster, why be so happy?

Lin Hao also noticed Lei Ling's demeanor and said with a smile, "Xiao Ling,
you're a little girl too, have fun, go do what you should do at your age, don't let the future
leave regrets."

Lei Ling spread her hands: "The body is a girl, but the memories in my head

are adult ah brother, besides, what regrets can I have, these things, brother has done them all

with me in my previous life ah."



Lin Hao actually had no words to say, shrugged his shoulders no longer care Lei
Ling, since it is the idea of adults, then do what things they will know how to do.

Only, just as the three people got off the Ferris wheel, they were welcomed by

unexpected guests, the three people's originally high spirits, instantly turned sunny and cloudy.
Only to see Chen Haobei smiling brightly in a suit and tie, holding a bouquet of roses in his
hand, he bent down and bowed, "Dear Mr Lin Hao, dear little princess Lin Ruoshi, and Miss

Lei Ling, tired from playing for so long, I have prepared a sumptuous meal, how about the

three of you please take the trouble to move to the caravan not far ahead."

"Inside is a chef from the best five-star hotel I've ever hired, all the
ingredients are flown in, so you can have whatever dishes you want made to order."

At the sides of the room stood a group of black-clad bodyguards arranged in

neat rows, all standing straight, and at the signal they all bowed and said in unison, "Please
move to the caravan, three distinguished guests!"

Lei Ling: {￣へ￣}Why is this person here again.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, looked away in disgust, this uncle actually
despised dad and showed off with dad's lapdog, not a good person, Xiao Shi is not going to eat
his food.
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